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Abstract. We are interested in the behavior of the maxima of a general class of deterministic chaotic
processes - including the tent map and the logistic map -, of noisy chaotic processes, and
of the long memory Gaussian k-factor Gegenbauer processes.
Valeurs extre^mes pour des processus non lineaires particuliers
Resume. Nous nous interessons au comportement des maxima d'une classe generale de processus
chaotiques deterministes - comprenant les applications tent et logistique -, de proces-
sus chaotiques bruites et des processus a memoire longue de Gegenbauer a k-facteurs
Gaussiens.
Version francaise abregee
Dans cette Note, nous nous interessons au comportement asymptotique des maxima
de certains processus dependants. Nous considerons d'abord les processus generes par
























ou 1=2    2 (voir Hall et Wol [9] et Lawrance et Spencer [10]). Nous considerons























une suite de variables aleatoires independantes et identiquement distribuees




. Enn, nous nous interessons
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bruit blanc Gaussien (voir Gray et al. [6] et Giraitis et Leipus [4]).
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En etablissant precisement la distribution limite de leurs maxima, nous generalisons le
Theoreme 1 de Fisher-Tippett [3] pour les processus dependants (3), (4) et (5).
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de distribution marginale F .
Dans les Theoremes 2 et 3, nous donnons les domaines d'attraction des distributions
marginales associees aux processus (3) et (4), sous l'hypothese de non nullite de l'index









un processus associe au systeme (3) avec  xe, dont la




possede un index extremal veriant 0 <   1, alors F appartient au domaine d'attraction



































possede un index extremal veriant 0 <   1, alors F




















= 2, ou   est la fonction Gamma.
Nous etablissons maintenant un resultat similaire pour le processus (5), en remarquant
que la fonction d'autocovariance  de ce processus verie la condition de Berman [1]









un processus de Gegenbauer a k-facteurs Gaussien (5)
d'ecart-type , tel que max(d
1
;    ; d
k
) > 0. Alors, F appartient au domaine d'attraction






















1. Introduction and background
Extreme value theory is an area of statistics devoted to the development of models and
techniques for estimating the behavior of unusual or rare events which are important in
several domains as nance, internet traÆc, meteorology, physic and biology. In this Note,
we are interested to investigate this theory for a family of chaotic maps (the generalized
tent family) representing deterministic dynamical systems with or without measurement
noise, and for a particular class of long memory processes.
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function (d.f.) F , x
F









be a sequence of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random
variables. The classical extreme value theory deals with the distribution of M
n
as n !
+1, and its central result is the following theorem, derived by Fisher and Tippett [3]
and rst proved rigorously by Gnedenko [5], which gives the possible limiting distribution
for maxima.
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be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables. If there exists
some constants c
n
> 0 and d
n








)  xg ! H(x) (1)
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); x  0;  > 0
1; x > 0
Gumbel : (x) = exp( e
 x
); x 2 R:





domain of attraction of H , and we write F 2 D(H), if (1) holds for some sequences
c
n
> 0 and d
n
2 R. Necessary and suÆcient conditions are known for each type of limit,
involving the behavior of the tail 1  F (x) (denoted by F (x)) as x increases.
Before dening the models on which we work, we recall the denition of extremal index

















































where 1=2    2. This family contains the tent map and the logistic map, respectively
for  = 1 and  = 2, and it is referred to the generalized tent family (see Hall and
Wol [9] and Lawrance and Spencer [10]). We also consider a noisy version of the system



























(a; b) density (a; b > 0). The last model which we consider is the long memory Gaussian
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Gaussian white noise (see Gray et al. [6] and Giraitis and Leipus [4]).
2. Maxima's limiting distribution of processes (3), (4) and (5)
In the Theorem 2 and 3, we provide the maximal domain of attraction of the marginal
d.f.s of the processes (3) and (4), under the assumption that extremal index  dened in
(2) is dierent from zero.
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be a process associated with the system (3) for a xed ,




has extremal index 0 <   1, then F belongs to the maximal domain of attraction of the


























= 1 for the tent process ( = 1








= 1 for the logistic process
( = 2 in (3)).













has extremal index 0 <   1, then F belongs to




















= 2, where   denote the Gamma function.
Now, we provide a similar result for the process (5), remarking that its autocovariance
function  veries the Berman's condition (n) logn! 0 as n! +1 (see Berman [1]).




be a Gaussian k-factor Gegenbauer process (5) with stan-
dard deviation , such that max(d
1
;    ; d
k
) > 0. Then, F belongs to the maximal domain






















In establishing precisely the limiting distribution of their maxima, we have generalized
the Theorem 1 of Fisher-Tippett [3] for the dependent processes (3), (4) and (5). Proofs
are given in Section 4, and details can be found in Guegan and Ladoucette [8].
3. Estimation of extremal index
In Theorems 2 and 3 above, the extremal index  dened in (2) appears in the nor-
malizing constant c
n
. Since we don't provide the value of  analytically, we propose to
estimate it. We choose the blocks method which involves dividing N given data into m













are respectively the number of blocks and the number of observations
that exceed the threshold. We don't have the asymptotic normality of this estimator, but
statistical properties are given in Smith and Weissman [12]. For the system (3) or (4), we
simulate s realizations of the associated process in considering s dierent initial conditions
X
0
in order to compute
^
 and its standard deviation. Then, we obtain s estimated values













's are the estimated values for a






















For instance, we consider the system (3) and x m = n = 200 and s = 100. For  = 1
and  = 2, we respectively choose u = 0:9950 and u = 0:9999. We get
^
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for  = 1, and
^
 = 0:99, ^

= 0:01 for  = 2. Similar estimations for the system (3), with
dierent values of , and for the system (4), are provided in Guegan and Ladoucette [8].
Now, for specic densities f in Theorem 2, and specic values of a and b in Theorem 3,








has extremal index 0 <   1. It is
clear that x
F
= 1. Following Hall and Wol [9], we consider the pre-image of a general
point 1  x
 1









)) + f(1=2(1  x
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. Using a Karamata's theorem (see Theorem 1 page 281 in Feller [2]), we










Thus, by Theorem 1.6.2. and Corollary 3.7.3. in Leadbetter et al. [11], we conclude








= 1. The theorem is then proved.




has extremal index 0 <   1. Let f , g
































































, we apply a second time a Karamata's theorem.

























Thus, by Theorem 1.6.2. and Corollary 3.7.3. in Leadbetter et al. [11], we conclude











= 2, and the theorem is
proved.
Proof of Theorem 4. { A stationary Gaussian process which veries the Berman's condi-
tion (n) logn! 0 as n ! +1, belongs to the Gumbel domain with the same normal-
izing constants as in the i.i.d. case (see Theorem 4.3.3. in Leadbetter et al. [11]). Since
it has a causal representation, the process (5) is Gaussian. From the expression of the



























j = 1 (i = 1;    ; k : d
i
> 0), and where A
and B are two nite positive constants. Since 2d

i





logn ! 0 as
n! +1 (i = 1;    ; k : d
i
> 0), and then, we have (n) logn = o(1) as n! +1.
Thus, the Berman's condition holds, and the proof is complete.
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